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Bottom-up parsing corresponds to the construction of a parse tree for an input string beginning 
at the leaves (the bottom nodes) and working up towards the root (the top node). It involv
an  input  string ‗w‘  to  the  Start  Sy
matching the right side of the production is replaced 
the Right most derivation. For example co

E E+T|T 

T T*F 

F (E)|id 

Bottom up parsing of the input string 
 
 

INPUT STRING 

id*id 
F*id 
T*id 
T*F 
T 
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Parse Tree representation is as follows:
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.1 : A Bottom
Bottom up parsing is classified in to 1. Shift
[Table Driven] L R Parsing 

i. SLR( 1 ) 
ii. CALR ( 1 ) 
iii.LALR( 1 ) 
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up parsing corresponds to the construction of a parse tree for an input string beginning 
(the bottom nodes) and working up towards the root (the top node). It involv

ymbol  of  the  grammar.  in  each  reduction step, a pa
matching the right side of the production is replaced by symbol on the left of that production and it is 

most derivation. For example consider the following Grammar: 

Bottom up parsing of the input string “id * id “is as follows: 

SUB STRING REDUCING PRODUCTION

Id F->id 
T F->T 
Id F->id 
* T->T*F 
T*F E->T 

 Start symbol. Hence, the input
String is accepted 

representation is as follows: 

 

Figure 3.1 : A Bottom-up Parse tree for the input String “id*id” 
Bottom up parsing is classified in to 1. Shift-Reduce Parsing, 2. Operator Precedence parsing , and 3. 
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up parsing corresponds to the construction of a parse tree for an input string beginning 
(the bottom nodes) and working up towards the root (the top node). It involves  ―reducing  

tion step, a particular substring 
symbol on the left of that production and it is 

REDUCING PRODUCTION 

Start symbol. Hence, the input 

 

Reduce Parsing, 2. Operator Precedence parsing , and 3. 
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SHIFT-REDUCE PARSING: 

Shift-reduce parsing is a form of bottom
an input buffer holds the rest of the string to be parsed, We use $ to mark the bottom of the stack and 
also the right end of the input. And it makes use of the 
input string. Here, the parse tree is Constructed bottom up from the leaf nodes towards the root

 

When we are parsing the given input string, if the match occurs the parser takes the reduce 
action otherwise it will go for shift action. And it can accept ambiguous grammars

For example, consider the below gr

E E+T|T 
T T*F | F 
F (E)|id 

Actions of the Shift-reduce parser using Stack 
 

STACK 
$ 
$id 
$F 
$T 
$T* 
$T*id 
$T*F 
$T 
$E 

 

Consider the following grammar: 

S aAcBe 
A Ab|b 
B d 

Let the input string is ―abbcde‖. The
abbcde aAbcde 

Note: in the above example there are two actions possible in the second Step, these are
follows : 

1. Shift action going to 3
2. Reduce action, that is A
If the parser is taking the 1

going for second action then it can‘t accept given input string. This is called shift reduce
S-R parser is not able take proper decision, so it not recommended for parsing.
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reduce parsing is a form of bottom-up parsing in which a stack holds grammar symbols and 
an input buffer holds the rest of the string to be parsed, We use $ to mark the bottom of the stack and 
also the right end of the input. And it makes use of the process of shift and reduce actions to accept the 
input string. Here, the parse tree is Constructed bottom up from the leaf nodes towards the root

When we are parsing the given input string, if the match occurs the parser takes the reduce 
erwise it will go for shift action. And it can accept ambiguous grammars also.

rammar to accept the input string ―id * id―, using S-R

reduce parser using Stack implementation 

INPUT ACTION 
Id*id$ Shift 

*id$ Reduce with F 
*id$ Reduce with T 
*id$ Shift 
id$ Shift. 

$ Reduce with F
$ Reduce with T
$ Reduce with E
$ Accept 

The series of shift and reductions to the start symbol are
 aAcde aAcBe S 

in the above example there are two actions possible in the second Step, these are

Shift action going to 3rd Step 
Reduce action, that is A->b 

If the parser is taking the 1st action then it can successfully accepts the given input string, if it is 
going for second action then it can‘t accept given input string. This is called shift reduce

R parser is not able take proper decision, so it not recommended for parsing. 
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up parsing in which a stack holds grammar symbols and 
an input buffer holds the rest of the string to be parsed, We use $ to mark the bottom of the stack and 

process of shift and reduce actions to accept the 
input string. Here, the parse tree is Constructed bottom up from the leaf nodes towards the root node. 

When we are parsing the given input string, if the match occurs the parser takes the reduce 
also. 

R parser 

 d 
 F 

id 
T*F 
T 

are as follows. 

in the above example there are two actions possible in the second Step, these are as 

action then it can successfully accepts the given input string, if it is 
going for second action then it can‘t accept given input string. This is called shift reduce conflict. Where, 


